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Self-portrait (digital and photoshop)

Simone Agha
SP.747
14 May 2009
Boston Skyline

View of Boston and Cambridge from Harvard Bridge taken with digital camera
Boston Skyline
(cont’d)
South Station entrance from street printed with 5 filter (above) and then contact-printed without glass for blurred effect (below)

Ceiling of MIT Medical lobby unsolarized (above) and solarized (below)

T-sign on street near Mary Barker Eddy Library
Salem, MA

Above sunflower photo taken in Salem, MA.

All other photos taken in Chinatown, Boston.

All photos taken with digital camera.
Photos taken with digital camera and then adjusted in Photoshop.

Self-Portraits
New York City
My 5 print black & white film series.

Counterclockwise starting from above: Chinatown, 42nd Street sign, man cleaning side walk, CBS building, skyscraper
Homosassa Springs State Park, FL

Alligators, birds, manatees shot with digital camera
Florida Landscapes
Photograph of final project done in dark room (it was too large and oddly shaped to scan). At the center, two photographs are woven together. Four photographs are attached together, all images of public transportation or city signs. All but the lower left-hand photograph are solarized images. For the text to stand out on the solarized images, unsolarized signs were cut and pasted.